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About Item

1. Efficient: The 5 Core coffee grinder features a 150W copper motor that grinds fast and
preserves aroma; it has 35000 RPM, 75 dB max motor sound for quiet operation, and a large
50-gram capacity.

2. Stylish & Practical: Ergonomic, stylish, and easy-grip body, pulse button, and transparent lid
with safety lock for easy texture check. The Cord storage keeps the space tidy and clean.

3. Versatile: The electric grinder boasts stainless steel blades that grind coffee beans, herbs,
spices, grains, and more.

4. One Touch Push-Button: Easy to use one-touch push button control for customized grind
consistency.

5. Easy clean-up: Our coffee bean grinder is effortless to clean, and the stainless steel grinding
bowl takes only minutes to clean, fill, and pour.



Product Description

The 5 Core electric coffee grinder is convenient for grinding coffee beans, spices, and more. Its
removal, durable, grinding bowl makes it easy to fill with coffee beans and pour ground coffee to
brew up to 10 cups, and it's simple and intuitive to use. Just place the lid on the grinder, press
the button to grind the coffee, and release it to stop the process.

With a 5 Core electric grinder, you can enjoy the taste of freshly ground coffee every morning
without needing to deal with messy clean-up! At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a
proven track record of delivering the highest quality product since 1984.

Features

Rapid Grinding Multipurpose Grind & Mix with
ease

Safety Operation

5 Core coffee grinder
adopts a 150W large
power & high-quality
motor that runs up to
35000 rpm for high
grinding efficiency,
making you get fine
coffee powder easily
and enjoy a cup of
delicious coffee every
day.

Use the small
countertop grinding
machine as a grain mill
grinder in the kitchen, a
nut grinder, a pepper
grinder, a salt grinder,
or an all-purpose spice
grinder.

The ability to
customize grind
consistency for
different types of
coffee beans or
spices is a fantastic
experience that you
will love.

The grinder can only
work when the
grinding bowl is
locked in place, and
the lid is correctly
placed on the base.
The base with
non-slip rubber feet
can achieve stable
function and heat
dissipation.

Product specification:

● Motor: 150W
● RPM: 35000
● Sound: 75dB
● LxWxH: 5x5x9 in
● Weight: 1lb 13.3 oz
● Colour: Black

Package Includes:

● 1x CG 01 BL



Rapid Grinding
5 Core coffee grinder adopts
a 150W large power & high
quality motor that runs up to
35000 rpm for high grinding
efficiency, making you get fine
coffee powder easily and
enjoy a cup of delicious
coffee everyday.

Simple Downpress Operation
Just by simply pressing the lid
for different seconds to get
coarse or fine coffee powder.

Safety Operation with High
Speed
The grinder can only work
when the grinding bowl is
locked in place and the lid is
correctly placed on the base.
The base with non-slip
rubber feet can achieve
stable function and heat
dissipation.





Multipurpose
Use the small counter top grinding machine
as a grain mill grinder in the kitchen, a nut
grinder, a pepper grinder, a salt grinder or
an all purpose spice grinder.

Dishwasher Safe
Detachable cups can easily remove from the
base so that you can transfer the powder to
other container. Besides, it can put in the
dishwasher, making clean in a breeze.



Usages

Grind seeds for use in smoothies or to add to the recipe.

Grind nuts to make home-made nut butter or to add to the recipe.

The coffee grinder is multi-purpose, and the cane is also used as a spice grinder.

The electric grinder grinds coffee beans for a fresh cup of coffee in the morning.

Use the coffee bean grinder to grind herbs for medicinal or culinary purposes.

Benefits of products

It can be used for a variety of culinary and medicinal purposes.

Freshly ground coffee or spices have better flavor and aroma.

Cost-effective compared to buying pre-ground coffee or spices.

Ability to grind coffee beans, spices, grains, nuts, herbs, dried fruits, and needs.

Ability to customize grind consistency for different types of coffee beans or spices.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Low noise and efficient operation.

Grind Spices, Grains, Nuts, and Herbs.



Compact Design & Stainless Steel Blades.

The cleaning of the grinding chamber is very easy.

One Touch Push-Button control makes it convenient.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Low noise Yes No

Lightweight Yes No

Cord Storage Yes No



About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Is it better than a manual grinder?

Answer: Yes, the electric coffee bean grinder is better than a manual grinder.

Question: Can I adjust the grind consistency on an electric coffee grinder?

Answer: Yes, you can adjust the consistency.

Question:What can I use the electric grinder for besides grinding coffee beans?

Answer: The 5 Core electric coffee grinder can be used for grinding a variety of
ingredients, such as spices, grains, nuts, herbs, dried fruits, and seeds.

Question:Will the spice grinder make a lot of noise?

Answer: No, the spice grinder won't make a lot of noise during operation. We have
designed it to reduce noise.

Question: Is it difficult to clean the electric grinder?

Answer: No, an electric coffee grinder made by 5 Core is easy to clean and maintain.


